Dr. P. A. Wolfe Opens Duke Religious Week

Dr. Paul A. Wolfe, president of the University of North Carolina, New York City, on Thursday, November 19, opened the annual Duke Religious Week with a lecture entitled "Who in the World Is Right?" Dr. Wolfe, who is the pastor of the Memorial Presbyterian Church in New York City, presented the theme behind this year's Duke Religious Week: "We Are Not Alone!"

Covering five days of individual conferences, mass meetings, small group discussions, non-denominational gatherings, non-denominational meetings and forums, the program for Duke Religious Week is designed "to bring to the attention of Duke students the universal and the varied aspects of the religious experience.' The devotional theme for the week is "A Chris tart That Can Win." The purpose of this theme and the Duke Religious Week is to stress the universality of spiritual experiences and the common denom inator of spiritual growth in all religious groups.

The program includes meetings in the New College auditorium, the Carmichael Student Center, in the chapel, in the cafeteria, in the art gallery, in the library, in the dormitories, at the swimming pool, even on the tennis courts. The theme is brought to the attention of those who are interested in the religious experience by means of a "personal and individual rather than a collective experience." All students are invited to participate in the programs on any of their respective preferred days.

Duke Religious Week is sponsored by the Duke Student Council. Dr. Wolfe delivered the morning service Saturday, December 2.

He Hits 'Em Low

The Theta Crowned Beauty Queen At Autumn Coed Ball Ceremony

Duke Chapel Registers Thousands

Duke Chapel has registered over 36,000 voices since June 4, 1942 when it was held and the dedication of the University's 125th masterpiece. It was not completed until June 1945 and a dedication service was held.

Duke's last regular organist, Professor E. W. B. Huntington, is now 80. He was graduated from a three-year course at the Hotchkiss School in 1867. He has served as director of music at both Duke and Wake Forest universities. He was also associated with the University of Pennsylvania, Temple University, and the University of Chicago. He is well known as a composer and has written many compositions for the organ. He is now living in retirement.

Duke Gears for Saturday's Game, U.N.C. Devils Relations Hit Tense Level

With Carolina-Duke relations at a tense level, a large crowd is expected to attend Saturday afternoon's football game in Wallace Wade Stadium. The game is expected to be a close one, with both teams having strong offenses and defenses.

Enrollment Approaches '41 Level

Enrollment of students at Duke University is almost up to the level of 1941, when the University had a total enrollment of 3,550. This year, enrollment has reached 3,600 students, with the number expected to reach 3,700 by the end of the year. Duke officials are promoting a "History of Duke" campaign to encourage students to enroll.

UNC Damaged By Vandalism

A strong winter of unprecedented activity and vandalism between the University of North Carolina and Duke University, 3,500 students assembled last night in Memorial Hall to hear Governor David W. Auth read his message to the people of North Carolina. The Governor, in his message, said that "the best defense against vandalism is the best offense." He also urged students to "cease fights" and "stop fighting."
Is it the fault of the fact that Ram Mother bruised—perhaps—every new girl’s heart is to be broken? And, as for the future, I suppose every girl must live with her heart in her hand and her feet on the ground. That is the way to live, and we all should strive to live like that.

By BOB ALLEN

The Pep-rally is a must for the freshers, and they should be prepared to attend. The rally will be held tonight at 9 p.m. in the Student Union.

The freshmen class of West Campus has been eagerly awaiting the arrival of their new class. They have been busy preparing for the rally, and are looking forward to it with great excitement.

Some Good Will, Courtesy Have Survived the War

In this section of the Duke Chronicle, we will cover events that have taken place during the war, and how they have affected our lives.

Duke’s Mixture

Terrier Dog loves to play with the other dogs at the Duke campus. He is often seen chasing leaves, or playing with Frisbees. He is a very active dog, and loves to run around with the other students. He is a very happy dog, and always brings a smile to everyone’s face.

Remember the Sirens

Duke’s Mixture

The Sirens have been a staple of Duke University since the early 1900s. They are known for their beautiful voices, and their ability to capture the attention of the student body. They have performed many times at Duke events, and their performances are always well received.

Some Good Will, Courtesy Have Survived the War

In this section of the Duke Chronicle, we will cover events that have taken place during the war, and how they have affected our lives. The war has been a very difficult time for everyone, but there have been many good things that have come out of it. The Sirens have been a great help in keeping the student body together, and their performances have been a source of comfort during these difficult times.

Top-notch Duke stands a chance of making it to the football championship game. It is not a certainty, but it is possible. The Sirens have been practicing every day, and they are ready for the challenge. We hope they can make it to the championship game, and we will be rooting for them all the way.
Mr. Suavely Tries Again

V. v.v.v.v.v. November 21, 1945

Superstitious?

Harvard-Yale, Georgia-Georgia Tech, Minnesota-Michigan, and Mr. Wade are old rivals; but since the Old Master wants to win this ball game; he likes it down here. He has come back to Carolina to try again. Snavely coached at Chapel Hill that season after the Duke-defeat, but Mr. Snavely moved up to Cornell to find a new job. Now that winning this ball game will mean more to him than
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